
Rubric for Conversation about Historical Text 
What you will do: 

• You will participate in a 10 minute conversation with me. The conversation will focus on the subject matter of 

your book 

• In order for this conservation to be effective, you must have a significant chunk (ideally, half) of your book read. 
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• tter. Feel free to bring your uncertainty into the discussion. 

vide you an opportunity to synthesize ideas and information. 
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the text that are confusing, compelling, or crucial. 

Remember that this conference is also intended to prep

these presentations require a thesis, your questioning could begin there. Though your final thesis may be muc

more specific, your starting point could be the following question: “Why was (insert your topic here) significan

 Mind: 

It is okay to be a little confused by the subject ma
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• y consult your book or notes at any time. If I ask a question that you can’t answer (or, if you can’

remember enough specifics to answer on the spot), check your sources. This will give

trate that you have read the book. 
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